## MEDICAL CONGRESS CANCEL

**Description:** cds: HANOI CONGRES MEDICAL

**Size:** 27 mm

**Purpose:** publicize the 10th Congress of the Far Eastern Association of Tropical Medicine, Hanoi, 1938

**Usage:**
- Earliest Reported: November 29, 1938
- Latest Reported: December 3, 1938

**Notes:**

### HC-1

**Text:** FAR EASTERN ASSOCIATION OF TROPICAL MEDICINE / Xème CONGRESS HANOI 1938

**Size:** 27 x 27 mm

**Purpose:** publicize the 10th Congress of the Far Eastern Medical Association, Hanoi, 1938

**Notes:** applied in combination with but separately from cancel HC-1; used with Hanoi cancel on pre-conference mail

### HC-1a

**Cancel:** HC-1 and HC1a: December 2, 1938

**Cachet:** corner card of League of Nations / Eastern Bureau

**Size:** 146 x 122 mm

**Notes:** SINGAPORE crossed out in corner card

**Price:** £

**Checklist:** ___

### 1

**Cancel:** HC-1 and HC1a: November 2, 1938

**Notes:** Paris receiving mark on reverse

**Price:** £

**Checklist:** ___

### 2

**Checklist:** ___
MEDICAL CONGRESS CANCEL

INDOCHINA
1938

RM1
Checklist: ___

Cancel: Hanoi: date not legible
Cachet: corner card for the 10th Congress of the Far Eastern Association of Tropical Medicine
Size:
Notes: Bangkok transit mark and Batavia receiving mark on reverse
Price: E

RM2
Checklist: ___

Cancel: Hanoi: October 28, 1928
Cachet: corner card for the 10th Congress of the Far Eastern Association of Tropical Medicine
Size:
Notes: Bangkok transit mark and Batavia receiving mark on reverse
Price: E